hence [z0»)j is an effective set for/0). A more interesting question is to ascertain whether all functions of a given class specified by some simple property possess an E-set in common. In this paper an attempt is made to answer this question.
1.3. We denote C(p, d) the class of all functions of order p and type less than d where p and d are any two given positive numbers. We regard all functions of order less than p as of order p and minimal type, that is k(J) =0, un-less/(z) = 0 in which case «(/) = «(/, p, [z"]) = -oo for all p and [z"]. These are included in C(p, d) for the purposes of this paper.
2. We shall, first, discuss a few general properties of an E-set for a given class C{p,d). 
This contradiction
shows that the order of [zn] cannot be less than p. A similar argument proves (ii). To prove (iii), suppose that [dn] is not everywhere dense in (0, 2ir). Then there is a 0O such that d0 -ö 0 0O + 5 contains no 6", 8>0 being sufficiently small. We can suppose without loss of generality that 0O = O so that the angle | d\ ^ 5 does not contain any point of [z"]. Now, let H"(z) be defined by*
It is known that, if z is outside | d\ ^5,
By considering a function of the form Hp(i)z) where v is such that r/'/c^p) <d, we conclude that [zn] cannot be an A-set for Hp(-nz) which obviously belongs to C(p, d [November since an £-set remains an £-set when any other set is added to it, we cannot expect to improve upon the result (i) of Theorem 1. 2.1. We shall now give a general criterion for a set [z"] to form an £-set for a class C(p, d). Let An(h) denote the circle with center z" and radius |z"|_A; and let A(h) denote the system of circles An(h), n = l, 2, • ■ ■ . We prove Theorem 2. The set [z"] of order p will form an E-setfor C(p, d) provided there exists a function g(z) with simple zeros at z = zn and h>p such that the following relations hold:
,"
,. log I g'(Sn) 1 .
as [ z I -> oo outside the circles A (h).
2.2. We shall establish two lemmas in the first place. Proof. Let b > 1. Consider the ring r ^ | z | ^ br. The sum of the diameters of those circles of A (h) whose centers lie in the ring cannot exceed zZrS\zn]£br\zn\~h which is less than a fixed positive constant since Z|z"|-'' converges when h>p. Therefore if r is sufficiently large, there is at least one circle | z | = R in the ring r | z | 3? br which does not cut any circle of A (h). Hence, there is an nQ such that for all n ^ nQ, the ring bn ^ | z | 3£ bn+1 contains a circle of the type required. Taking b = a1'2 we get the required result.
Lemma 2. Any function g(z) satisfying the condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is of order p and type d. But obviously d^ic(g). Hence K(g)=d. converges uniformly except at the points z = z". Therefore (1) and (2) give
Choose rj so that 0<rj<d -ß and X so that converges uniformly except at z = zB, so that (3) gives (4)
In (4) we can take x{z)=g(hz) since in this case k(x) =<Ap by Lemma 2. So (4) gives
Let A\(h) denote the circles around the zeros of g(Xz) similar to A(h). Then, given a>l, we can, just as in Lemma 1, choose a sequence [22«], R"+i^aRn, such that the circles |z| =i?B do not cut any circle of either A.(h) or A\(h). Using (i), (ii) and the choice of X, we get from (5), So the lemma is proved. 3. Using Theorem 2, we shall set up an 7£-set for a given class C(p, d).
Then crp(z) is an integral function of order p satisfying (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2, with d = a/4 = l/(2p).
Proof. If we prove (ii) with some h>p, (i) will follow from Lemma 3 since the circles of A (h) are obviously non-overlapping after a certain stage. Let P>0 be any integer and let z lie in the ring fr*£ \ z\ ^ (p+l)a. 
Using the fact that (l + l/x)1 steadily increases and (1 -\/x)~x steadily decreases to e as x varies in 0 <x< °o, we get
Therefore (12) gives
so that by (11), (13) log I Si I = -I z|2/a + 0(| z\ila\og I si). 4
A similar argument shows that log \Sm\ -0(1), so that (9), (10), and (13) 3.6. It may be noted that an £-set for a class C(p, d) is a fixture to that class and is independent of the individual functions of the class. Theorems 2-4 throw a good deal of light on the peculiar behaviour of the functions of C(2, 7r/2) at the lattice points. These latter were, in fact, the starting point of the investigations of this paper. It is very probable that conditions closely allied to those of Theorem 2 are also necessary for an £-set although I have not succeeded in discovering exactly what these conditions are. The question whether (ii) of Theorem 2 always involves (i) is also unsolved.
